


• Does not support JFAC recommendation naming Thomas Jefferson Middle School as the top 
priority school at this juncture. This recommendation raises expectations for some and will 
frustrate others. Any prognostication of priorities needs to let the process play out so that all 
schools and communities have the opportunity to see how APS evaluated their needs and 
have time to digest and understand the overall plan and priorities.  

• Recommends that any costs associated with evaluation and repair/renovation/reconstruction 
of joint facilities should be shared with the Arlington County Government. 

• Support



terminology, acronyms, and color-coding (e.g for clarity, replacing “BCI” (index) with “BCA” 
(assessment) to better reflect the broader BC evaluation criteria). 

• FCI calculation. “Stoplight” coding of deficiencies is useful, but more explanation is needed as 
to how these ratings and other listed data should be interpreted by the public to avoid 
confusion and misunderstanding of ratings. 

• MC/MM Funding. While this Methodology includes categorization for MC/MM funding, its 
primary focus is on long-range planning. In considering funding and trade-offs for future 
upgrades, the Board and Staff should prioritize MC/MM whenever feasible. Not every school 
can or should be renovated completely, and a 500-seat building will not look like a 750-seat 
or a 1,000-seat building. MC/MM and other intermediate funding is a core capability for APS 
upgrades and should be funded appropriately in each CIP cycle to ensure that modifications 
and repairs that maintain and improve schools with minimal disruption to students and faculty 
can be made as needed throughout the school year.  

 
Conclusion  
FAC Members found that the Methodology was thorough, data-rich, and offered solid quantitative 
and qualitative metrics for assessing and prioritizing APS renovation plans and factors. FAC 
supports the overall Methodology and is prepared to assist APS Staff in implementing the Board’s 
FY25-34 CIP Direction. FAC requests a response from APS Staff on these findings and 
recommendations at the next scheduled FAC meeting and looks forward to engaging with Staff 
and the Board for the balance of the school year. 

Sincerely,  

 

Kelley Litzner  
Chair 2023-2024  

 


